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Gulf Engineers & Constructors Private Limited in the address mentioned above is a Mechanical / Composite Construction Works Contractor as well with own good Mechanical Fabrication facilities in different materials – CS, many grades of Stainless Steel, and Alloy Steel. We are wholesomely involved in this field of Mechanical Fabrication Works and Mechanical Composite Construction Works for multifarious Process Industries, since 1974.

GULFCONS called and referred by all our esteemed clients thus, is a registered MSME Industry and procure business more through the tendering process from State Owned Public Enterprises in Oil & Gas Sector, Power Sector, and others to a large extent. We are also catering to several Private Enterprises to whom we have become a reliable provider of diverse services allied to Mechanical Fabrication and Construction.

Our valued Clients in Private Sector are repetitively entrusting us with responsibilities due to the well and continuous performance of our earlier executed works; moreover these well-regarded Clients are pleased with our approach to work like an abiding and diligent servant.

We also wish to present another business fact that our percentage of winning the bids through tendering process (more of Public Sector Enterprises, with the largest share of our turnover values) is above 60% that we believe shall indicate you our consistently proper estimation as well signifying our competitiveness.

We believe you would now be considering utilizing our services.
We are sure you would agree if someone lives long it is because of their upbringing adhering to Character, Manners, and Conduct. For a business company to live long it needs to adapt staunchly certain trusted market/client oriented values among others, as well to stay financially strong.

V. K. RAMACHANDRAN is the Founder, now officiating as Managing Director of GULF ENGINEERS & CONSTRUCTORS PRIVATE LIMITED made it a discipline for all his colleagues to work “customer oriented” from the inception of this company. This disposition paid back when spiritedly followed, paving ways to learn from the expert engineers of our eminent Principals and esteemed Clients to fabricate Pressure Vessels / Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers and a variety of Intermediary Processing Equipments & Accessories; and as well to build different types of Storage Tanks / Mounded Bullets and Spheres.

Our Managing Director also believed in undertaking mechanical maintenance works continuously for multifarious processing industries of Heavy Chemicals, Petroleum Refinery and Petro Products, Fertilizers, and Pharmaceuticals all located near our works facility that helped us to learn the nuances of fabricating several main and intermediary processing equipments, as well accessories. We are continuing as the accredited maintenance contractor for INDIAN ADDITIVES LIMITED since 1992 after completing the main project works. We have been serving as the preferred maintenance contractor for many others.

Our conscientious adoption of Good Engineering / Fabrication / Welding Practices as tenets, staunch belief in S H E, along with involved Customer Orientation is making us as a “PREFERRED” Mechanical Construction & Fabrication Works Contracting Company.
Our esteemed clients particularly the Private Enterprises whose names you would find in this print profile with their certificates are repetitively entrusting us with responsibilities due to the well and continuous performance of our earlier executed works; moreover our esteemed clients are delighted with our approach to work like an abiding and diligent servant.

You may now understand that this could only be consequential to unvarying upbringing with deep rooted beliefs, with continuous observation. You are right.

GOD gifted our Managing Director the opportunity to mobilize for a work containing more of welding works and thus he has been baptized as a CONTRACTOR in 1974 for STEWARTS & LLOYDS of INDIA LIMITED.

Our Managing Director Mr. V. K. Ramachandran started his career teaching Welding and NDT including Radiography at a time when our country also depended upon experts in Welding from abroad. VKR as fondly called by everyone took up to teach and impart the skills to others who are interested. The persons, to whom he taught and imparted the skills, good engineering practices, those being several in numbers, later joined him more due to the trust than respect to progress ahead this fledgling company. There was everyone including Veteran Engineers who thank him for furnishing their requirement with dependable welders with character. You would agree that this feat to happen, like this coming together to work as a single entity relying on the lead character, it could be only when the leader is of good worth in character and positively intended in implementation.

GULFCONS thus has been started and steadily began to grow. We trust you now have a point to choose more so to rely on GULFCONS.
We have thus resolved OUR VISION and MISSION as below

We are accustomed to these values as mentioned while describing ABOUT US. We are sincere in adhering Good Engineering Practices and adapting Safety Measures as proposed by the esteemed clients / engineering consultants. We are resolved to continue like this.

With the grace of GOD there has been no complaint about malfunction or nonperformance. You would understand that it could only be possible when you begin right and continue to be right, caring to rectify the errors & omissions during the progress of the work. We have completed projects on schedule though there have been extensions in time for many project works. We have been conscious to bring in the Manufacturers / Suppliers of bought out finished products for online fixing like, VALVES and similar others (who incidentally have been approved vendors of esteemed clients in several cases) for any rectification needed without delay. In several cases the esteemed clients have waived the prescribed liquidated damages for delay in work execution understanding and accepting the true reasons.

YES we are interested to reach a tall position in our field and we wholly believe that if we follow or go along as we have been, time shall definitely push us to that podium position.
We have been undertaking and executing Mechanical Construction Works along with allied Civil & Steel Structural Works

We undertake an extensive range of Mechanical Construction Works beginning with:

- Erection of all main Process & Utility Equipments related to the Project/Client; again both Static and Rotary Equipments
- Erection of Intermediary Equipments like Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers and their likes undertaking to Pressure Test, as well rectify any deficiency
- Hydro-testing of all these Static Equipments including undertaking any rectification of damages while in transit with responsibility

Top Photo
Filter Water Separators for Product Pipelines (AF) in Indian Oil AFS Hindan, Ghaziabad

Middle Photo
Long UG Pipeline in upcoming Indian Oil LNG Plant, Ennore, Tamilnadu

Bottom Photo
Fabrication & Erection of Steel Structures in upcoming Indian Oil LNG Plant, Ennore, Tamilnadu
A variety of PIPELINE WORKS

- For both Process & Utilities of multifarious Process / Manufacturing Industries
- In different materials of construction like, CS, various grades of Stainless Steel and Alloy Steel.
- Jacketed Piping with Core & Jacket of different materials
- Bare and Coated Pipelines, Pipelines with Coating & Wrapping
- Cross Country Pipelines
- Top Photo
  Utility Pipelines for MRF Limited, Tiruchirappalli
- Middle Photo
  Long UG Pipeline laying in upcoming Indian Oil LNG Project Plant, Ennore, Tamilnadu
- Bottom Photo
  AFS Product Pipelines for Indian Oil Air Force Station Terminal, Hindan, Ghaziabad
HIGH PRESSURE STEAM PIPELINE WORKS

- High Pressure Steam Pipelines

- Authorized Contractor under the purview of IBR Since 1991, renewed Annually including for the Fabrication & Fixing of Pressure Parts.

Top Photo
Bank of Steam Pipeline and other Utility Pipelines from Boiler House to Production Factory in MRF Limited, Tiruchirappalli

Middle Photo
High Pressure Steam Pipeline for Apollo Tyres Limited Factory

Bottom Photo
A Section of All Utility – IB R and Non-IBR Pipelines in MRF Limited
CONSTRUCTION OF STORAGE TANKS

- For WATER, Flammable Petroleum Liquids & Gases with Fixed Roof / Floating Roof. Storage Tanks for storing a variety of Chemicals in different materials like, CS, various grades of Stainless Steel including 316 L grade

- Authorized Construction Contractor under P E S O (Petroleum & Explosives Safety Organization) and pertinent enlistments with Oil & Gas Sector

- Top Photo Construction of Open Roof Fire Water Storage Tank Dia. 30.5 M X 12 M Height for H P C L, Vijayawada

- Middle Photo 20-D-626 for MS of 29 M Dia. X 20 M Height for Chennai Petroleum Corporation Limited – Fabrication of Storage Tank for MOTOR SPIRIT / PETROL along with Fire Protection Lines

- Bottom Photo 5 nos. ETP Tanks for Paramount Limited at Chennai Petroleum Corporation Limited under Engineering Supervision of JACOBS
FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS for different purposes

Top Photo
Water Spray (HV & MV) Systems for HPCL Yediyur LPG Plant, Bangalore and

Water Sprinkler Systems

Water Ring Main Systems with Above & Under Ground Piping and Risers above 30 Meters

Middle Photo
Water Ring Main Systems with high volume and high velocity Vertical Turbine Pumps / Jockey Pumps along with DG Sets with AMF and fully automated and / with programmed PLCs in BARC Kalpakkam and Cochin Port Trust

Specialized Water Spray Systems for Hot working areas like Painting Booths

Bottom Photo
Water Ring Main Systems with Tower Monitors for Shipyards / Port Trusts in Chennai Port Trust

FW SPRAY SYSTEM HPCL YEDIYUR

TOWER MONITORS COCHIN PORT TRUST

FIRE WATER PIPING CHENNAI PORT TRUST
Fabrication and Erection of Processing Equipment

Fabrication and Erection at site itself of certain Small Equipments / Accessories

Finally furnishing a wholesome assistance for a successful Commissioning

Top Photo
Fabrication & Erection of Pre Poly Reactor at Manali Petro Chemicals, Chennai

Second Photo
Fabrication & Supply of Slurry Storage Tank for Thirumalai Chemicals, Ranipet

Bottom Photo
Fabrication & Supply of MA Receiver for Indian Additives Limited, Chennai
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**Certificate of Registration**

**ISO 9001:2015**

**GULF ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS PVT. LTD.**

No: 128, Jaihind Nagar, Erravoor, Chennai - 600 057, Tamilnadu, India.

American Global Standards, LLC issues this certificate to the firm named above, having assessed and approved the firm’s quality management system and finding the system conforms to the requirements of ISO 9001:2015.

The quality management system is applicable to the following:

**DESIGN & DETAILING, MANUFACTURING, TESTING AND SUPPLY OF PRESSURE VESSELS, HEAT EXCHANGERS, STORAGE TANKS, PIPINGS, STEEL STRUCTURALS AND ALL SPECIAL FABRICATED MECHANICAL ITEMS**

This approval is subject to the firm maintaining a system of quality control and documentation which will be monitored by AGS. AGS reserves the right to audit the above at any time.

**Certificate Number:** AGS-9500818-1

**Issue Date:** May 08, 2019

**Date of Issue:** May 08, 2021

---

**Public Works Department**

**Directorate of Boilers**

**To:** Mr. Gulf Engineers & Constructors Pvt. Ltd., No. 128, Jaihind Nagar, Chennai - 600 057.

**From:** Dr. S. Suresh, M. S. M.S., Director of Boilers, First Floor (South Wing), P. W. D. Office Complex, Chennai, 600 001.

**Letter No.:** GR/2014-15/313 - dated 30.06.2015

**Subject:** Firm Registration - as Class I Boiler Inspector - under Indian Boiler Regulations, 1950 - firm registration renewal - requested - Reg.


With reference to your letter cited above, the firm registration as Class I Boiler Inspector (39) of form XXX, Pressure 500 Kgs/CM2 and (527 Kgs/CM2) under the purview of Indian Boiler Regulations, 1950 as per Regulation 202 (2) (i) is renewed for a further period of two years from 01.10.2018 to 30.09.2020.

**Copy to:** The Deputy Director of Boilers, Chennai Circle, Chennai-3.
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To whomsoever it may concern,

GULF ENGINEERS & Constructors Private Limited (GULFCONS),

Chennai 600057 was awarded for major Mechanical Construction Works towards a major capital project at Indian Oil Corporation Limited, Mathura. Details are as follows:

- Mechanical design, supply of all required materials, construction and calibration of CS storage tanks at site.
- Mechanical design and supply of all built SS/CS storage tanks and installation at site.
- Unloading and installation of process & utility equipment at site.
- Fabrication and erection of various CS & SS Pipelines for process and utilities services, including GRP-related works.
- Supply of CS & SS fittings and other consumables related to the above scope of contract.

The total value of the contracts for the above scope of works was around INR 6.8 crores. GULFCONS has executed all the entrusted works to our satisfaction and on time.

A.C. Saravanam,
Deputy General Manager

GULFCONS

17th March 2016

M/s. Gulf Engineers and Constructors Pvt. Ltd.,
No: 129, Ramiah Nagar,
Erode,
Chennai - 600 057.

Dear Mr. Suresh,

LETTER OF APPRECIATION

It is with great pleasure that I am writing this letter of appreciation on behalf of the management for the dedication shown by you and your team during the recent floods.

Recall, we had a very heavy rainfall experience before and our plant was submerged in flood waters. Your team was ready to respond in the hour of crisis. Even though one of them underwent a minor injury, they overcame it to the credit of the organization.

The dedication and commitment by your team has enabled us to overcome the crisis situation successfully.

Our management appreciates your team for the good work done in bringing back the plant to normal, without compromising on safety.

Yours sincerely,

[m. sign]
General Manager

HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION LIMITED

Details of Enhancement of Financial Limit

Date: 11-11-2010

To

M/s. Gulf Engineering & Constructors Pvt. Ltd.

Dear Sir,

We refer to your letter dated 15th February 2010 in which you have informed us of the enhancement of financial limit from Rs. 100 lakhs to Rs. 300 lakhs.

In reference to your online application for enhancement of financial limit, we are pleased to inform that your financial limit has been enhanced as per your request.

Yours truly,

NAME D.D.
Manager Finance - M/s.
INDIAN ADDITIVES LIMITED
Presented to
GULF ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS PVT.LTD.

"Thanks for your continuous support in safe execution of project ZMP in IAL."
Project ZMP 106
Caustic Storage Tank (T – 1232) for Indian Additives Limited, Manali

OPH Tube Bundle for SKI Carbon
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